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Abstract
Video-based segmentation and reconstruction tech-
niques are predominantly extensions of techniques devel-
oped for the image domain treating each frame indepen-
dently. These approaches ignore the temporal information
contained in input videos which can lead to incoherent re-
sults. We propose a framework for joint segmentation and
reconstruction which explicitly enforces temporal consis-
tency by formulating the problem as an energy minimisation
generalised to groups of frames. The main idea is to use op-
tical flow in combination with a confidence measure to im-
pose robust temporal smoothness constraints. Optimisation
is performed using recent advances in the field of graph-
cuts combined with practical considerations to reduce run-
time and memory consumption. Experimental results with
real sequences containing rapid motion demonstrate that
the method is able to improve spatio-temporal coherence
both in terms of segmentation and reconstruction without
introducing any degradation in regions where optical flow
fails due to fast motion.
1. Introduction
Layered-depth estimation is the process of separating an
image into different layers representing e.g. foreground and
background together with recovering depth information at
each pixel. We are concerned with the problem of recover-
ing a layered-depth representation from multiple (>2) video
streams captured by cameras in a general wide-baseline
configuration. This problem is closely related to segmenta-
tion, which focuses on layer extraction, and reconstruction
which is concerned with depth recovery. Traditionally in
the image domain these problems have been formulated as
labelling problems across the set of pixelsP from the image
lattice seeking a set of labels l = {lp,p ∈ P} minimising
an energy function of the form [5, 17]
E(l) =
∑
p∈P
Dp(lp) +
∑
(p,q)∈N
Vp,q(lp, lq). (1)
t+1tt−1
Figure 1. The space-time formulation combines constraints in the
spatial domain (blue connections) and the temporal domain (green
connections) defined by optical flow over adjacent frames.
The first term, called data term or unary term, measures the
fit between the hypothesised labelling and the observations,
while the second term, referred to as smoothness term or
pairwise term, introduces regularisation constraints to en-
courage local smoothness of the solution across a spatial
neighbourhood N connecting nearby pixels.
Transfer of these techniques from image to video domain
poses several key challenges, primarily in terms of temporal
consistency (independent processing of each frame would
produce inconsistent results manifesting as flicker caused
by noisy input data), secondly in terms of scalability (an
increase in dimensionality significantly increases complex-
ity particularly in the case of reconstruction which becomes
4D) and finally in terms of defining an adequate structure
for solving the problem (the notion of proximity used to
define neighbouring pixels in the spatial domain is less ob-
vious in the temporal domain as connected pixels are usu-
ally no longer adjacent). Due to these shortcomings, many
video-based techniques have been based on sequential ap-
plication of image-based techniques to each frame of the
video combined with a mechanism to propagate informa-
tion between consecutive frames [7, 2, 23, 13, 20] or re-
duce noise via filtering [27, 3]. These approaches are usu-
ally prone to propagation of errors. We also argue that for
optimality consistency should be enforced during labelling
rather than as a post-process.
We propose a technique which explicitly enforces tem-
poral consistency during layered depth estimation. The
main idea is to generalise the traditional energy optimi-
1
sation approach to the temporal domain by replacing the
spatial neighbourhood N by a spatio-temporal neighbour-
hood connecting nearby frames (see Fig. 1). Optical flow
forms the basis for establishing temporal correspondences
between consecutive frames. For robustness, the optical
flow algorithm is coupled with an error detection framework
to guarantee construction of a reliable temporal neighbour-
hood and avoid failure where optical flow is deemed unreli-
able. Extension of the energy is performed by generalising
the smoothness term to enforce piece-wise smooth varia-
tions in the temporal domain as well as the spatial domain.
To cope with fast moving surfaces without over smooth-
ing them we utilise contextual information which measures
the amplitude of the motion between temporal neighbours.
Practical consideration are given to ensure scalability of the
method in terms of run-time and memory consumption.
The paper is structured as follows. We start by giving
an overview of related work in the field of temporally con-
sistent segmentation and reconstruction. After stating the
problem, we describe the proposed technique starting with
the construction of a robust spatio-temporal neighbourhood,
then describing the extension of each energy term to the
temporal domain, and finally discussing practical consider-
ations for scalability. Experiments with real footage con-
taining fast motion are used to demonstrate the technique’s
ability to improve consistency and its resilience to fast mo-
tion. We finally conclude with a summary of contributions
and recommendations for future work.
2. Related work
Temporally consistent segmentation One approach to
video segmentation is to concatenate video frames along the
temporal axis and then cast the problem as a volume seg-
mentation problem [4, 19, 26]. In [4], a volumetric neigh-
bourhood is defined by connecting adjacent pixels in both
spatial and temporal domain producing a regular graph on
which a binary graph-cut algorithm can be applied. In [19],
temporal connections are extended to pixels lying within a
predefined radius with elimination of unrelated connections
based on colour distance. Optimisation is again performed
using 3D graph-cuts.
Chuang et al. [7] used optical flow to propagate informa-
tion from a set of manually defined trimaps, which partition
each image into definite foreground, definite background
and unknown regions, to the entire video sequence and then
separately applied a Bayesian matting at each frame. Dur-
ing trimap propagation they utilised a measure of optical
flow accuracy based on colour consistency to avoid prop-
agation of errors. Manual editing is used to allow error
correction. Bai et al. [2] used overlapping local classifiers
which consist of a local colour model, a confidence value
and a local shape model. They combined SIFT features
suitable to perform a rigid alignment and optical flow suit-
able to capture additional non-rigid deformation to reliably
propagate information between consecutive frames.
Temporally consistent reconstruction Temporal exten-
sion of reconstruction algorithms is more challenging than
in the case of segmentation algorithms due to larger dimen-
sionality and increased difficulty in correcting errors using
key-frame editing techniques. Space-time stereo [30, 8] ex-
tends the traditional spatial window to the temporal domain
performing matching using the spatio-temporal features and
usually in combination with active lighting to artificially in-
crease texture content. These techniques usually rely on
static or quasi-static scenes as they do not perform motion
estimation. In [27], a 4D bilateral filter is introduced to
post-process displacement maps and impose smooth vari-
ations in both spatial and temporal domains. Recently,
Richardt et al. [21] also used a spatio-temporal bilateral fil-
tering approach to denoise and upsample the noisy depth
input from a Kinect device.
Tao et al. [23] used colour-based segmentation to de-
compose a scene into piecewise planar patches following
a constant velocity model. Temporal correspondences be-
tween patches are established based on colour segmenta-
tion or optical flow depending on texture content and used
to iteratively predict plane parameters before final optimi-
sation. In [3], Bleyer et al. used optical flow to establish
temporal correspondences and then applied median filtering
to smooth the depth map. In [28], Yang et al. generalise the
bundle optimisation approach proposed in [29] in the case
of a single moving camera seeing a static scene to multiple
cameras observing a dynamic scene. Larsen et al. [18] pro-
posed a belief propagation approach using spatio-temporal
neighbouring linking each frame to its previous and next
frames constructed using optical flow. To cope with optical
flow errors they introduce a mechanism based on variance
reduction to discard messages coming from outlying neigh-
bours. In [31], Zhu et al. also use optical flow constraints to
extend the traditional spatial MRF formulation to the tem-
poral domain and demonstrate how this can be used to fuse
stereo and time-of-flight data. Their algorithm was aimed
at sensors arranged in a narrow-baseline configuration.
Vedula et al. [24] introduced the concept of scene flow
which generalises optical flow to the 3D domain by es-
tablishing dense temporal correspondences between surface
points. In [13], Gong used a view-dependent representation
of the scene flow to iteratively predict disparity maps be-
tween consecutive frames. Liu and Philomin [20] followed
a similar iterative approach using scene flow for disparity
map prediction combined with a probabilistic framework to
reduce propagation of errors between consecutive frames.
Contributions Our main contribution is the introduction
of a temporally consistent approach for simultaneous seg-
mentation and reconstruction from multiple-view video.
While a few methods have been previously proposed for
joint segmentation and reconstruction [12, 32, 15, 14], these
all performed frame-by-frame processing of the input data
and therefore lacked temporal consistency. The proposed
method is the first joint segmentation and reconstruction
approach which explicitly enforces temporal consistency.
The proposed approach also makes a number of improve-
ments to existing temporally consistent reconstruction algo-
rithms which do not simultaneously estimate segmentation.
Firstly, it is able to operate under a wide-baseline camera
configuration (> 20◦ between adjacent cameras). Secondly,
contrary to the majority of techniques introduced earlier, it
does not require iterative propagation of information, but
instead directly operates on groups of adjacent frames, thus
naturally enforcing temporal consistency. Finally the paper
introduces several ideas to provide resilience to fast motion
necessary to cope with errors in optical flow estimation and
gives practical considerations to improve efficiency.
3. Problem statement
Let us consider a set of calibrated and synchronised cam-
eras. The camera for which we would like to compute a
layered-depth representation will be called reference cam-
era, while other cameras will be referred to as auxiliary
cameras. Let us denote by Pi the set of pixels in the ref-
erence image at frame i and by P = ⋃i Pi the set of all
pixels across a group of consecutive frames. Given a set
of candidate layer labels L = {li}NLi=1 and depth labels
D = {di}NDi=1, the objective is to identify an optimal la-
belling (l,d) across P . Layer labels represent different lay-
ers in the scene such as foreground and background or larger
number of layers corresponding to multiple foreground or
background objects. Depth labels are obtained by discretis-
ing the 3D space using a regular 3D grid. To reduce the
number of layer and depth labels, we assume that a coarse
initial segmentation (obtained e.g. using background sub-
traction with threshold set to produce a conservative fore-
ground estimate) and a coarse initial bounding volume (e.g.
provided by applying visual hull reconstruction to the initial
segmentation) are available; these are used to eliminate any
labelling which does not belong to the initial foreground or
the interior of the bounding volume.
4. Temporally consistent layered-depth estima-
tion
4.1. General principle
The general idea to achieve temporal coherence is to si-
multaneously estimate a layered depth representation for
multiple consecutive frames by introducing temporal con-
straints in the energy formulation. Solving this problem
across the entire frame sequence would of course be com-
pletely impractical as it would require solving an extremely
large optimisation problem which would be intractable due
to prohibitively large memory and run-time requirements.
To avoid this limitation each frame is processed by perform-
ing optimisation across a window of consecutive frames
centred at the frame of interest. The window is translated
across the entire sequence to process all frames in the se-
quence. This type of approach was previously used in [11]
also in the context of space-time reconstruction. To empha-
sise the contribution of frames located in close proximity to
the frame of interest, frames are weighted according to their
distance from the central frame using Gaussian attenuation
factors. It should be noted that although this approach it-
eratively slides a window across the entire sequence, each
local group of frames is processed separately and as a result
is not subject to propagation of errors.
4.2. Spatio-temporal neighbourhood definition
Spatial neighbourhood The spatial neighbourhood is de-
fined in a conventional manner by considering pairs of spa-
tially closed pixels in the image domain. Let us denote by
Ns the set of pixel pairs (p, q) such that p and q belong
to the same frame and are spatially connected. Spatially
connected pixels are often adjacent pixels (most commonly
systems of 4, 8 or 16 neighbours), however more complex
types of neighbourhood can also be considered. In this pa-
per, we assume a standard 4-connected spatial neighbour-
hood.
Temporal neighbourhood Definition of the temporal
neighbourhood is less straightforward since adjacent im-
ages can contain fast motion resulting in temporal corre-
spondences being non-contiguous and possibly spanning
large displacements. Optical flow is used to compute a
dense flow field between pairs of consecutive images. We
use the variational approach proposed by Brox et al. in [6]
because of its ability to preserve large displacements. Let us
denote by f ijp = (u
ij
p , v
ij
p ) the estimated displacement vec-
tor at pixel p from frame i to j. Although a temporal neigh-
bourhood could be defined at this stage by considering all
pixel correspondences between consecutive pairs of images,
this is likely to produce a large number of false correspon-
dences due to known limitations of optical flow algorithms
(e.g. failure in untextured areas or areas undergoing a fast
motion). To test the validity of each temporal correspon-
dence and reject false matches, we perform cross checking
by comparing the forward and backward flow for each pair
of images and requiring them to be symmetrical up to a tol-
erance ef (set to 3 pixels in the paper). The temporal neigh-
bourhood is then defined as the set of all optical flow dis-
placement between adjacent images which satisfy the for-
ward backward consistency check, i.e. Nt = {(p, q)|q =
Figure 2. From left to right: a pair of consecutive input images, its forward and backward flow and a visualisation of the forward backward
error (for display purposes the error map has been normalised using histogram equalisation).
p + f ijp ,p ∈ Pi, q ∈ Pj , |i − j| = 1, ||f ijp + f jiq || ≤ ef}.
Fig. 2 shows an example of two consecutive frames, the for-
ward and backward flow and the forward backward error
map. Note that the chosen optical flow algorithm can be
arbitrary as long as it does not explicitly enforce forward
backward symmetry.
4.3. Spatio-temporal energy formulation
Recovery of the layer labels l and depth labels d is cast
as an energy optimisation across a local window of consec-
utive frames. The energy to be optimised is defined as
E(l, d) = Ecol(l) + Ep(d) + Econ(l) + Es(l, d). (2)
The rest of this sub-section is focused on defining each
terms with emphasis on the pairwise terms which define the
novel temporal constraints. To make the generalisation to
the temporal domain more evident, we adopt a similar for-
malism as in [15, 14] which defined a single frame layered
depth estimation energy minimisation framework.
4.3.1 Unary terms
The first two terms in Eq. (2) are unary terms measuring
the fit of the current labelling to the observations. These
terms are identical to the temporally unconstrained formu-
lation with the only difference that the set of pixels P spans
multiple frames rather than a single frame. A brief sum-
mary of these terms is provided. For more details the reader
is referred to [15, 14].
Colour term The colour term uses learnt colour models
for each layer in order to encourage assignment of most
likely layer labels. It is defined as
Ecol(l) = λcol
∑
p∈P
− logP (Ip|lp). (3)
For each camera, colour models are learnt from a single
manually drawn trimap partitioning the image into defi-
nite foreground, definite background and unknown regions.
Each definite region is used to build a Gaussian mixture
model for the background and foreground layers. In the
case of the static background layer, the global model is com-
plemented with a local colour model representing colour
at each pixel as a Gaussian distribution. Local and global
colour models are combined at each pixel using a lin-
ear combination similar to [22]. These colour models are
used to compute the probability of a particular assignment
P (Ip|lp).
Photo-consistency term The photo-consistency term
measures the likelihood of a particular depth hypothesis
based on a matching score and is defined as
Ep(d) = λp
∑
p∈P
ep(p, dp) (4)
with
ep(p, dp) =
{
S(p,P (p, dp)) if dp 6= U ,
SU if dp = U . (5)
In the previous equation, S is a matching score based on the
normalised cross correlation (NCC) summed over all pairs
of images defined by the reference camera and any of its
neighbouring auxiliary cameras. An unknown depth label
U is introduced in the formulation in order to cope with
occlusions.
4.3.2 Pairwise terms
The last two terms in Eq. (2) are the pairwise terms respon-
sible for regularising the optimisation problem by imposing
local smoothness constraints both spatially and temporally.
Spatio-temporal contrast term The contrast term intro-
duces a penalty based on a colour distance between neigh-
bours to encourage layer discontinuities to follow high con-
trast regions such as edges. This term is decomposed into
spatial and temporal components with respective contribu-
tions controlled by the parameters λscon and λ
t
con as follows:
Econ(l) = λ
s
con
∑
(p,q)∈Ns
econ(p, q, lp, lq, βs)+
λtcon
∑
(p,q)∈Nt
wpqupqecon(p, q, lp, lq, βt) (6)
with
econ(p, q, lp, lq, β) = (7){
0 if lp = lq,
exp
(−β||Ip − Iq||2) otherwise.
The parameter βs and βt are set to β = 1/(2〈||Ip − Iq||2〉)
with the operator 〈〉 denoting the mean computed across the
neighbourhoodsNs andNt respectively. The temporal term
adds robustness to errors in optical flow as it will favour
discontinuities along the temporal axis to occur at high con-
trast regions where optical flow failures are most likely. The
termwpq defines the Gaussian attenuation weight according
to the distance from the central frame in the window intro-
duced in Section 4.1. The term upq uses contextual infor-
mation to introduce robustness to large displacement where
optical flow is likely to become less accurate and will be
detailed in Section 4.3.3.
Spatio-temporal smoothness term The smoothness term
encourages piecewise smooth variations in depth. As pre-
viously, this term is decomposed into spatial and temporal
components with relative contributions controlled by the pa-
rameters λss and λ
t
s as follows:
Es(l, d) = λ
s
s
∑
(p,q)∈Ns
es(lp, dp, lq, dq, d
s
max)+
λts
∑
(p,q)∈Nt
wpqupqes(lp, dp, lq, dq, d
t
max) (8)
with
es(lp, dp, lq, dq, dmax) = (9) min(|dp − dq|, dmax) if lp = lq and dp, dq 6= U ,0 if lp = lq and dp, dq = U ,
dmax otherwise.
A truncated linear distance with truncation thresholds dsmax
and dtmax in spatial and temporal domains is used so as to
avoid overpenalising large discontinuities.
4.3.3 Use of contextual information
In the temporal domain, direct application of the pair-wise
penalty terms may result in oversmoothing particularly at
points undergoing a rapid motion. In order to avoid this
shortcoming, contextual information provided by the am-
plitude of the displacement vector f(p, q) is used to define
the weighting factor upq = exp(−γ[f(p, q)]2). Perceptu-
ally, it should be noted that temporal incoherences are most
noticeable in static regions. Incidentally, these are also the
regions where attenuation using contextual information will
be minimal and the effect of temporal smoothing maximal.
4.4. Efficient energy minimisation using graph-cuts
Optimisation of the energy function defined in Eq. (2)
is NP-hard. However an approximate solution with strong
optimality properties can be obtained using the alpha-
expansion algorithm based on graph-cuts [5]. Application
Office Dance 1
Dance 2 Ball
Figure 3. Example image for each test sequence.
of this algorithm requires the energy to be regular [17]. Af-
ter observing that the spatial and temporal terms have a sim-
ilar structure differing only in terms of coefficients indepen-
dent of the labels, proof of the regularity follows immedi-
ately from the known regularity of the spatial component
of the energy (see [14] for a proof in that case). As previ-
ously observed, a key challenge in extending layered depth
estimation to the temporal domain is scalability. A naive
implementation would see a dramatic increase in the num-
ber of labels which would make optimisation prohibitively
slow and require a prohibitively large amount of memory.
We propose a number of practical considerations to make
this problem tractable. Firstly data terms are pre-computed
for the first window of frames and stored in a list; then as
the window is sliding along the sequence, data for the frame
no longer required is discarded and replaced with data for
the new frame. This guarantees that data terms are com-
puted only once for each frame. Second, to reduce run-time
during graph-cut optimisation, an optimised graph-cut im-
plementation re-using the flow between cycles of the alpha-
expansion algorithm is used [1]. Finally, memory consump-
tion and run-time during graph-cut optimisation are further
reduced by improving the initialisation and reducing the
number of labels. For that, an initial solution is computed
using the fast temporally unconstrained algorithm and used
to reduce the number of hypotheses to a narrow band cen-
tred around the temporally unconstrained reconstruction. In
practice, only labels located within 5 cm from the initial re-
construction are considered.
5. Experimental results
Experiments are performed using four indoor datasets
exhibiting various degrees of background complexity and
foreground motion (see Fig. 3 for example images). The
first two datasets were captured using eight Thomson Viper
studio cameras, while seven Canon XHG1 camcorders were
used for the other two datasets. In all cases, cameras are
Run-time (s) Memory requirement (GB)
Office 29/98 0.9/6.6
Dance 1 19/55 1.0/6.2
Dance 2 18/69 1.0/6.3
Ball 15/55 0.9/5.7
Table 1. Average run-time and memory consumption for last iter-
ation (optimisation performed on a narrow band). Each cell give
values for the frame-independent joint segmentation and recon-
struction [15, 14] followed by proposed method.
static and configured in an arc around the foreground with at
least 20◦ baseline separation between adjacent cameras. All
cameras capture HD data and are fully calibrated and syn-
chronised using genlock. All experiments where performed
with a temporal window of size 7 (i.e. three neighbours
on either side of the frame of interest) and λtcon = λ
s
con,
λts = 0.1, d
t
max = 100×[depth sampling step] and γ = 1.
Other parameters were set as specified in [14] for each
dataset. Run-times are provided in Table 1.
Segmentation results To assess the performance of the
proposed algorithm in terms of segmentation capabilities, a
comparison is carried out against the following algorithms:
• Background cut [22]: This is a frame-independent seg-
mentation algorithm which generalises the chroma-
keying and difference-keying approaches by combin-
ing global colour models and local colour models with
contrast information in an MRF optimisation frame-
work solved using graph-cuts. As in [22], the global
foreground and background colour models are repre-
sented as GMMs learnt from a small number (one or
two for the entire dataset) of manually annotated key-
frames, while the local background colour models are
represented as normal distributions at each pixel.
• Frame-independent joint segmentation and reconstruc-
tion [15, 14]: Results were generated for this algorithm
by setting the window size to one in the proposed algo-
rithm, effectively disabling the temporal constraints.
• Temporal filtering of frame-independent joint segmen-
tation and reconstruction output. At each pixel in the
reference image, we define a 1D temporal window
of dimension 7 (same dimension as in the proposed
method) centred at the pixel of interest and connecting
pixels in neighbouring frames using the set of optical
flow measurements. A pixel p is assigned the label
which receives maximum support over the temporal
neighbourhood Nt(p), that is:
lF(p) = argmax
l∗
∑
q∈Nt(p)
wp,qT (lq = l
∗), (10)
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Figure 5. Evaluation of the accuracy of different segmentation
techniques.
where the the function T returns 1 if its argument is
true and 0 otherwise and wp,q are the temporal attenu-
ation weights used in the proposed method.
Segmentation results can be seen in Fig. 4 in the case
of a single frame and in the supplementary video for full
sequences. Segmentation accuracy is quantitatively as-
sessed by computing the number of misclassified pixels us-
ing ground truth data obtained from manual annotation of a
minimum of 30 frames for each dataset (see Fig. 5). The re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed method performs better
than other segmentation techniques in static areas and simi-
larly in other areas. While the improvement may seem mod-
est in terms of reduction of the number of misclassified pix-
els, qualitatively flicker is usually attenuated with the tem-
porally constrained algorithm (see supplementary video).
This improvement cannot be measured by the quantitative
evaluation method which only considers spatial accuracy.
Reconstruction results The proposed method produces a
set of view-dependent depth maps, which can be combined
into a global mesh representation using Poisson surface re-
construction [16]. These results are compared against the
following techniques:
• Furukawa and Ponce [10]: This is one of the most ac-
curate image-based reconstruction techniques accord-
ing to the Middlebury evaluation benchmark. For best
results and to allow comparison with other techniques,
the algorithm was initialised using the segmentation
output from the following technique.
• Frame-independent joint segmentation and reconstruc-
tion [15, 14].
• Temporal bilateral filtering of frame-independent joint
segmentation and reconstruction output. Using the
temporal window introduced in the previous section
Ground truth Background cut Frame-independent joint Temporal filtering Proposed
segmentation & reconstruction
Figure 4. Segmentation results for one frame (results for full sequences can be seen in the supplementary video). For visualisation purposes,
misclassified pixels are highlighted in red.
for temporal filtering we compute a filtered depth at
each pixel p according to the formula:
dF(p) =
1
Wp
∑
q∈Nt(p)
wp,qGd(|dp − dq|)dq, (11)
whereGd is the Gaussian function for depth range val-
ues and the Wp is the normalisation weight such that
Wp =
∑
q∈Nt(p)
wp,qGd(|dp − dq|). (12)
The standard deviation for Gd was set to σd = 2 cm
allowing optimum smoothing of the static parts of the
scene while minimising artefacts in dynamic scene
parts. Only depth measurements for foreground pix-
els are considered when computing the filtered depth
value; this avoids artefacts at object boundaries. As in
the proposed technique, the obtained depths maps are
then merged into a single representation using Poisson
surface reconstruction [16].
Results in the case of a single frame are shown in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7 while results for full sequences can be seen in
the supplementary video. Due to the difficulty to obtain
valid ground truth reconstruction data for dynamic scenes, it
was not possible to perform a quantitative evaluation of re-
construction accuracy. However the improvement resulting
from the incorporation of temporal constraints can be seen
in the video. It is apparent that even the best reconstruc-
tion techniques such as [10] or [15, 14] can produce disturb-
ing temporal artefacts when applied independently to each
frame of a sequence. In contrast, the proposed approach in-
creases temporal coherence. These improvements are most
noticeable on static or slow moving object such as the ta-
ble top. Additionally, it can be observed that the temporal
constraints preserve reconstruction quality in areas under-
going a fast motion and where optical flow fails. Temporal
constraints appear also beneficial for increasing spatial con-
sistency in poorly textured areas such as the person’s legs in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Bilateral filtering of the frame-dependent
joint segmentation and reconstruction output is also able to
improve temporal consistency in quasi-static areas where
noise is small but often fails in areas where noise in larger
such as the person’s legs.
Figure 6. Example of depth map recovered for the office scene us-
ing frame-independent joint segmentation and reconstruction (left)
and the proposed approach (right). Results with full sequences are
available in the supplementary video.
6. Conclusions and future work
We introduced the first temporally consistent joint seg-
mentation and reconstruction algorithm based on spatio-
temporal energy optimisation. Generalisation to the spatio-
temporal domain is non-trivial and requires several modifi-
cations to provide robustness to errors in optical flow and
fast motion and scalability to allow use of sufficiently large
temporal windows. Results demonstrate that the method is
able to reduce noise on surfaces where optical flow corre-
spondences can be reliably inferred without resulting in a
reduction in quality in less constrained areas such as those
undergoing a fast motion. To cope with fast motion and
prevent any deterioration in these areas we introduce con-
textual information based on the amplitude of the local dis-
placement to weight the influence of the temporal smooth-
ing effect. This appears to work well in practice and cor-
relates well with the fact that perception of inconsistencies
is usually higher on static or slow moving objects. An in-
teresting avenue for future work would be the extension of
the framework to more general motion models. Possible
approaches to achieve this would be to consider higher or-
der cliques. Further work could also be carried out to re-
duce run-time and increase the temporal window size. This
could be achieved through use of GPU acceleration [25] or
scalable graph-cut optimisation algorithms [9].
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Figure 7. Reconstruction results with different techniques (results with full sequences available in supplementary video).
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